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Abstract

In recent years, large-scale transformer de-
coders such as the GPT-x family of models
have become increasingly popular. Studies
examining the behavior of these models tend
to focus only on the output of the language
modeling head and avoid analysis of the inter-
nal states of the transformer decoder. In this
study, we present a collection of methods to
analyze the hidden states of GPT-2 and use the
model’s navigation of garden path sentences
as a case study. To enable this, we compile
the largest currently available dataset of garden
path sentences. We show that Manhattan dis-
tances and cosine similarities provide more reli-
able insights compared to established surprisal
methods that analyze next-token probabilities
computed by a language modeling head. Us-
ing these methods, we find that negating tokens
have minimal impacts on the model’s repre-
sentations for unambiguous forms of sentences
with ambiguity solely over what the object of
a verb is, but have a more substantial impact
of representations for unambiguous sentences
whose ambiguity would stem from the voice
of a verb. Further, we find that analyzing the
decoder model’s hidden states reveals periods
of ambiguity that might conclude in a garden
path effect but happen not to, whereas surprisal
analyses routinely miss this detail.

1 Introduction

OpenAI’s release of GPT-3 marked a major step in
the field of massive language models, whose ability
to generate news articles indistinguishable from
those written by humans provides a salient exam-
ple of the many social and political implications of
these models (Brown et al., 2020; Wallace et al.,
2019; Heidenreich and Williams, 2021). Within
2 years of BERT’s release, over 150 studies have
investigated BERT’s structure, exploring how its
internal representations enable powerful and flexi-
ble language comprehension (Coenen et al., 2019;

Figure 1: Hidden state relations (Top: cosine similarity,
Middle: Manhattan distance, Bottom: surprisal differ-
ence) between negated and non-negated forms of garden
path and unambiguous sentences. The ambiguous verb
“walked” primes the effect later in the sentence, while
the unambiguous “taken” avoids it. The verb “lit” intro-
duces a similar ambiguity, which hidden state metrics
show but surprisal misses because the next word “by”
does not trigger a garden path effect.

Kovaleva et al., 2019; Tenney et al., 2019a; Rogers
et al., 2020). A few such studies include a decoder
model in the set of models examined, but do not
specifically design their analyses around this type
of architecture (Tenney et al., 2019b; Liu et al.,
2019). Meanwhile, studies exploring GPT models
alone tend to focus on properties of text generated
from its language modeling head, and do not an-
alyze the internal representations of the model in
depth (Heidenreich and Williams, 2021; Brown
et al., 2020).
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Figure 2: Left: Average Manhattan distances between sentence types and their negated forms. Center: Average
Cosine similarities between sentence types and their negated forms. Right: Average surprisal differences between
sentence types and their negated forms. Manhattan distances exhibit less variability than either cosine similarities or
surprisal differences

The few studies that explore the hidden states of
GPT-2 suggest an under-utilization of its massive
latent space as representations are dominated by the
presence of rogue dimensions (Ethayarajh, 2019;
Cai et al., 2021; Rudman et al., 2021; Timkey and
van Schijndel, 2021). As massive decoder mod-
els become more ubiquitous and powerful, it will
become ever more important to understand the in-
ternal processes by which they generate content so
they can be streamlined and improved upon.

In this paper, we use garden path traversal as
a case study to demonstrate the value of directly
analyzing properties of the embedding space in
transformer decoder models. A garden path sen-
tence is one where the parse that a reader expects at
some point within the sentence is proven incorrect
by the end of the sentence. We choose to explore
this syntactic effect specifically because we believe
the intuitive reaction a human has when reading
such sentences provides a helpful frame for ana-
lyzing the behavior of a neural language model
experiencing the same effect.

We expect that by looking at the hidden states
from which next word likelihoods are computed,
we can observe the same patterns that surprisal
analysis reveals, while uncovering more nuanced
trends that surprisal misses because it depends on
the joint distribution of the hidden state and the
next word. Moreover, we expect that Manhattan
distances will exhibit less variance in the effect of
negating a given sentence type than either surprisals
or cosine similarities after a zero-mean transforma-
tion, because Manhattan distances are resilient to
extreme values in a single dimension (Aggarwal
et al., 2001). On the other hand, the next word like-
lihoods used to compute surprisal tend to depend
heavily on these dimensions, while the zero-mean
translation required to create meaningful angular

differences around the origin mean that a few ex-
treme dimensions expose cosine similarities to sim-
ilarly high variances (Timkey and van Schijndel,
2021).

By analyzing how GPT-2 sequentially embeds
tokens in space, we are able to identify how GPT-
2 internally handles different garden path effects.
Specifically, we show that GPT-2 recognizes poten-
tial but unrealized garden path effects using metrics
that examine the model’s hidden states, whereas
surprisal analysis fails to reveal this finding. We
argue that analysis of a decoder model’s hidden
states enables more robust analysis than can be
done using the next word likelihoods alone, which
themselves are distilled from these hidden states.
The contributions of this study are as follows:

• to introduce the largest and most diverse
dataset of garden path sentences currently
available, along with construction functions
to negate or extend the effect within each sen-
tence,

• to demonstrate the advantage of analyzing syn-
tactic properties such as garden path effects by
examining geometric relationships between
vectors in GPT-2’s hidden states using Man-
hattan distance and cosine similarity,

• to motivate further study of the hidden states
of transformer decoders as a more thorough
alternative to the surprisal-based methods that
are typically used to analyze language mod-
els.1

1.1 Related Work
Many studies into GPT or BERT involve fine-
grained analyses of how the model handles spe-
cific syntactic phenomena, such as the garden path

1Code available at https://github.com/wjurayj/garden-path-
gpt2
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Sentence Type Sentence Form Sentence

NP/Z

Garden Path When the dog scratched the vet took off the muzzle.
Negated When the dog scratched, the vet took off the muzzle.
Blocked When the dog scratched his owner the vet took off the muzzle.

Unambiguous When the dog struggled the vet took off the muzzle.

NP/S

Garden Path The coach discovered the player tried to show off all the time.
Negated The coach discovered that the player tried to show off all the time.

Unambiguous The coach thought the player tried to show off all the time.

MV/RR

Garden Path The horses raced past the barn fell into a ditch.
Negated The horses that were raced past the barn fell into a ditch.

Unambiguous The horses ridden past the barn fell into a ditch.

Table 1: Forms of NP/Z, NP/S, and MV/RR sentences included in our dataset, with the verb that triggers or would
trigger the garden path effect underlined in red. Note that all of the perturbations can be combined to avoid the
garden path effect, except for the blocked and unambiguous forms of the NP/Z sentence.

effect. Consider the sentence:
“Even though the girl phoned[,] the instructor was

very upset with her for missing a lesson.”
Without the comma, most readers will assume “the
instructor” is the direct object of the verb “phoned”,
rather than the subject of the main clause’s verb
phrase, “was very upset” (van Schijndel and Linzen,
2019). Adding the comma immediately disquali-
fies the incorrect parse, nullifying the garden path
effect. This method of preventing the effect is re-
ferred to as “negation” throughout this paper.

Analysis of garden path traversal is typically
done by comparing the surprisal, or negative log
likelihood, of the token that would trigger the gar-
den path effect between garden path and negated
sentences. The surprisal that a token induces from
a language model can intuitively be understood to
measure the amount of information that token adds
to that model’s representation of the sentence, as
measured by the inverse of the degree to which the
model anticipated that token. This is calculated
using a language modeling head on top of GPT-2,
and does not directly analyze the internal represen-
tations of the model from which these likelihoods
are computed.

Previous studies into the navigation of these sen-
tences find that sufficiently large models’ relative
surprisals at the disambiguating token between gar-
den path and negated sentences show recognition
of the garden path effect. However, these models
systematically underestimate the magnitude of the
effect observed in humans, suggesting that human
recovery from an incorrect parse involves more
than just the triggering token’s lack of predictabil-
ity (van Schijndel and Linzen, 2021, 2018). Fur-
ther, using surprisal comparisons, Hu et al. (2020)

show that GPT-2 recognizes garden path effects
less successfully or consistently than smaller recur-
rent language models.

OpenAI has not released GPT-3’s source code
and parameters, so we instead analyze its predeces-
sor GPT-2, which uses an almost identical archi-
tecture at a much smaller scale (1.5b parameters).
Nonetheless, the methods we use to explore GPT-
2’s traversal of garden path effects can be easily
generalized to study any decoder-based model.

2 Methods

2.1 Garden path sentence generation

The dataset used for these experiments builds on
the combination of the NP/Z and NP/S sentences
from Grodner et al. (2003) and the NP/Z and
MV/RR sentences from Futrell et al. (2019), orig-
inally taken from Staub (2007) and Tabor and
Hutchins (2004), and consists of 43 NP/Z sen-
tences, 20 NP/S sentence, and 20 MV/RR sen-
tences. Instead of building out side-by-side datasets
of each type of sentence, however, we store the
components of these sentences in tabular files, and
include scripts to construct these sentences in var-
ious forms similar to those used by Futrell et al.
(2019). Each sentence has a garden path and an
unambiguous form, depending on whether the first
verb allows for an ambiguous parse. Each of these
forms can be negated with the addition of one or
two tokens, which nullifies the garden path effect
in an ambiguous sentence but makes no semantic
difference in an unambiguous sentence. We pro-
vide this as a template to be extended indefinitely
to meet the needs of future research. Examples of
each sentence type’s possible forms can be found
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along with a detailed description of these effects in
Table 1.

Figure 3: Hidden state relations (Top: cosine similarity,
Middle: Manhattan distance, Bottom: surprisal differ-
ence) between negated and non-negated forms of garden
path and unambiguous sentences. The ambiguous verb
“raced” primes the effect later in the sentence, while the
unambiguous “ridden” avoids it. Like in Figure 1, all
metrics catch the garden path effect at the verb “fell”,
but only cosine similarity and Manhattan distance antic-
ipate the possible effect at “filled”

2.1.1 NP/Z sentences
NP/Z is short for Noun Phrase/Zero complement.
These are sentences where the first verb appears
to take on a Noun Phrase as its direct object, but
subsequently is revealed to have no (Zero) direct
object at all (Futrell et al., 2019). The garden path
effect in these sentences is caused by ambiguity
about whether the verb of the leading subordinate
clause has a direct object. These sentences have
an additional blocked form, which nullifies its gar-
den path effect by adding an explicit direct object
to the leading verb. This is considered one of the
stronger types of garden path effects, with an av-
erage increase in human reading time of 152 ms
(Sturt et al., 1999).

The first NP/Z sentence in Table 1 evokes a gar-
den path effect because the reader initially expects
that “the vet” is the direct object of “scratched”;
The negated form avoids the effect by using a

comma to indicate the separation between the two
clauses. The blocked form avoids the effect by
adding the direct object “his owner” to block the
ambiguity that triggers the effect, while the unam-
biguous form avoids the effect by replacing the tran-
sitive verb “scratched” with the intransitive verb
“struggled” to avoid ambiguity around the verb’s
direct object.

Our dataset includes 43 distinct NP/Z sentences,
and includes scripts allowing a user to easily trans-
form these into unambiguous or blocked sentences.
Moreover, each sentence has the option to include
a negation, and an extension so as to increase the
duration of the ambiguity.

2.1.2 NP/S sentences
NP/S is short for Noun Phrase/Sentential comple-
ment. These are sentences where the first verb
appears to take the Noun Phrase as its direct object,
but subsequently is revealed to have a sentence-like
object as its complement (van Schijndel and Linzen,
2018). The garden path effect in these sentences is
caused by ambiguity about whether the noun fol-
lowing the main clause’s verb is that verb’s direct
object. This is considered one of the weaker types
of garden path effects, with an average increase in
human reading times of 50 ms (Sturt et al., 1999).

The first NP/S sentence in Table 1 evokes a gar-
den path effect because the reader expects that “the
player” is the direct object of the verb ’discovered’
until the word “tried” reveals that it is her propen-
sity to show off that the coach is discovering. The
negated form avoids the effect by adding “that” be-
fore “the player” to eliminate the possibility that
’the player’ is the verb’s direct object. The unam-
biguous form avoids the effect altogether by using
the verb “thought”, which could not allow a per-
son to be its direct object. Our dataset includes
20 distinct NP/S sentences, each of which can be
negated, unambiguous, extended, or any combina-
tion thereof.

2.1.3 MV/RR sentences
MV/RR is short for Main Verb/Reduced Relative.
These are sentences where prior to a disambigua-
tor, the ambiguous verb could either be the main
verb of the sentence or a verb that introduces a
reduced relative clause (Futrell et al., 2019). The
garden path effect in these sentences is caused by
ambiguity about whether the past-tense verb of the
leading subordinate clause is a past participle or the
main verb of the sentence. This effect is considered
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Figure 4: Method for comparing latent space metrics (cosine similarity, Manhattan distance) against surprisal
difference.

stronger than that of an NP/S sentence, but read-
ing time data to compare it with the other sentence
types is not available.

The first MV/RR sentence in Table 1 evokes
the garden path effect because the reader assumes
“raced” is the main verb of the sentence, while the
negated form negates this ambiguity by clarifying
that “raced past the barn” is a descriptor for the
horses rather than the main clause itself. Note that
in some examples, the negating tokens are “who
were” instead of “that were”, but in both cases
these tokens serve to un-reduce the relative partici-
ple. The unambiguous form avoids ambiguity alto-
gether by replacing the ambiguous “raced” with the
unambiguously passive “ridden”. Our dataset in-
cludes 20 distinct MV/RR sentences, each of which
can be negated, rendered unambiguous, extended,
or any combination thereof.

2.2 Experimental design

The general structure of the tests we run is inspired
by Futrell et al. (2019) and Hu et al. (2020). The
key difference is that, where previous studies com-
pare the model’s surprisal at the disambiguating
word, we examine the model’s hidden state prior
to this word. Figure 4 shows a visualization of this
approach.

We compare each sentence to its negated form,
computing the vector differences and cosine sim-
ilarities between each token and its counterpart
in the negated form (omitting the token[s] that
were added to negate the garden path effect in
that sentence type from the pairing process) af-
ter re-centering embeddings around the origin. We
use Manhattan distance over Euclidean distance
to compute scalars from the vector differences be-
tween sentences as is generally preferred in high
dimensional spaces, where Euclidean distances are
sensitive to the dimensions with the largest values
(Aggarwal et al., 2001). Cosine similarities are
computed after re-centering all vectors so that the
distribution has a mean of zero, which prevents
the metric from defaulting to near-maximum val-

ues and allows it to measure the true directional
changes between vectors (Rudman et al., 2021).
These side-by-side metrics are generated for all
sentences’ garden path and unambiguous forms, as
well as for the blocked form of the NP/Z sentences.

We expect to see larger distances and lower sim-
ilarities upon negation in garden path sentences
than in unambiguous or blocked sentences. In the
garden path sentences the negating tokens help to
resolve some ambiguity, whereas in an already un-
ambiguous sentence they will contribute minimally
to the sentence’s meaning prior to the triggering
token.

3 Results & Discussion

Our analysis reveals several properties of GPT-2’s
experience of the garden path effect. Across all
sentence types, Manhattan distances and cosine
similarities show that the model reacts more heavily
to negation of garden path sentences than it does
to these sentences’ unambiguous counterparts, as
is reflected by surprisal analyses done here and in
previous studies (Sarti, 2020).

Although our surprisal baselines mirror the
trends seen in Manhattan distance, using Manhat-
tan distances provides more consistent results com-
pared to surprisal analysis. Our results demonstrat-
ing exceedingly high variance in the surprisal anal-
ysis is in line with the findings of Hu et al. (2020),
who use surprisal to show that GPT-2 performs es-
pecially poorly and inconsistently on garden path
effects. On the other hand, the high-level trends we
expected to see are present across all metrics, with
negation causing a less pronounced difference in
unambiguous and blocked sentences than it does
in garden path sentences. Whereas Figure 2 shows
Manhattan distances to have relatively low variance
compared to the other metrics we examine, cosine
similarity and surprisal suffer from very high vari-
ances within each sentence form. We believe that
this is due to Manhattan distance’s resistance to
GPT-2’s rogue dimensions, which dominate cosine
similarities after the zero-mean transformation be-
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cause even relatively minor differences in a few of
these dimensions will have a much more substan-
tial effect on the angular difference than more ma-
jor differences in many smaller dimensions would
(Timkey and van Schijndel, 2021; Aggarwal et al.,
2001).

Figure 1 illustrates how these high level trends
appear within a given sentence. Here, the verb
“tried” triggers the garden path effect, which is di-
rectly preceded by a spike in Manhattan distance
and a dip in cosine similarity between the garden
path and negated sentence forms as the model an-
ticipates different continuations: in the garden path
sentence the model is likely to predict some sort
of punctuation or conjunction to end the clause,
while in the negated form the model expects a verb
to complete the clause that the ambiguous verb is
subordinate to.

An interesting property of the specific example
in Figure 1, “The captive walked into the dark cave
lit by torches tried to escape but failed.” is that
the verb “lit” also triggers a momentary garden
path effect; the sentence could, for instance, simply
continue, “The captive walked into the dark cave
lit the torches.” In the first case, the verb “lit” is a
reduced relative of “that was lit”, which refers to
the cave, whereas in the second case the captive
is the subject of “lit”, which is the main verb of
the sentence and thus would trigger a garden path
effect. Of course, the immediate next word “by”
eliminates this possibility, which a human reader
notices quickly enough that they do not experience
the effect, but the decoder’s causal attention mask
allows it no such foresight.

This possibility is thus worth considering be-
cause it helps explain why there is a spike in Man-
hattan distance and a dip in cosine similarity at the
preceding word, “cave”. We believe the relative
shallowness of the dip in cosine similarity before
“lit” is due to the possible MV/RR ambiguity of
the word, since even in the garden path case where
punctuation can be expected, a verb such as “lit”
can preempt an adjectival clause as it does here (“lit
by torches”). This puts it in a curious superposition
between introducing and triggering a garden path
effect, at least until the next word “by” resolves this
ambiguity. Notably, in the garden path form nei-
ther hidden state metric returns to its baseline value
until after the verb “lit”, because the model expects
this verb leads a subordinate clause whereas in the
negated form it considers both possibilities.

Figure 5: Hidden state relations (Top: cosine similarity,
Middle: Manhattan distance, Bottom: surprisal differ-
ence) between negated and non-negated forms of garden
path and unambiguous sentences. The ambiguous verb
“handed” primes the effect later in the sentence, while
the unambiguous “given” avoids it. Like in Figure 1, all
metrics catch the garden path effect at the verb “grum-
bled”, but only cosine similarity and Manhattan distance
anticipate the possible effect at “littered”

On the other hand, the verb “tried” is not am-
biguous in this way. The clause it might preempt,
such as “tried for murder”, would be improperly
placed and awkward. Thus, the model’s hidden
states prior to the verb “tried” in the garden path
and negated sentences are nearly orthogonal to each
other, whereas they bear more similarity right be-
fore the verb “lit”. Although surprisal spikes at the
verb “tried” as well, the surprisal trajectory does
not reflect the possible effect at “lit”, illustrating
the inadequacy of using this metric alone. This
ambiguity, however, is only reflected in Manhattan
distance and cosine similarity, and demonstrates
how internal metrics can help us understand rela-
tionships between the model’s syntactic states that
surprisal analysis alone would miss. We argue that
surprisal misses this effect because it depends en-
tirely on the word that triggers a garden path effect
rather than the state of the decoder prior to the trig-
ger, which more holistically encodes the ambiguity
that creates the environment where a garden path
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effect can occur. In this case, it seems that the
prior likelihood of various constructions after ‘lit’
leads GPT-2 to suspect it leads a reduced relative
clause (i.e. ‘that was lit’) and is not the sentence’s
main verb, but our distance metrics between the
model’s hidden states prior to this potential trigger
show that GTP-2 nonetheless registers the possibil-
ity of a garden path effect. However, more work is
needed to explore how exactly each of these metrics
measures this abstract concept, and how sensitive
they are to other syntactic and semantic effects.

We highlight two other examples of this phe-
nomenon. In Figure 3, the preceding clause “The
horse raced past the barn filled [...]” could be com-
pleted either with the actual continuation “with
tractors [...]”, or with a direct object for “filled”,
for instance: “The horse raced past the barn filled
her trainer with admiration”. In Figure 5, the clause
“The lawyer handed the report littered [...]” could
likewise either continue as shown, “with profanity
[...]”, or could instead be the main verb of a shorter
sentence: “The lawyer handed the report littered
as he walked across the street”. Whereas surprisal
overlooks the temporary ambiguities in these exam-
ples because it relies on the next word to trigger the
garden path effect, hidden state metrics reveal them
because they can directly measure the ambiguity
itself.

Our analysis revealed a few unexpected results.
Most prominent among these is the extent to which
the addition of the negating token (“that”) to un-
ambiguous NP/S sentences leaves the hidden rep-
resentation of the sentence unchanged. Across all
metrics, the negated and garden path forms of NP/S
sentences are closest together, showing that except
in cases where it resolves a clear ambiguity, the
negating token in these sentences contributes very
little to the model’s internal representation. The
blocked form of NP/Z sentences shows a similar
indifference to the negating token (in this case, the
addition of a comma), which curiously does not
extend to the unambiguous form.

4 Conclusion

This paper presents a suite of methods to analyze
the internal representations of transformer decoder
language models such as GPT-2, taking advantage
of a richer reflection of the model’s internal pro-
cess than can be ascertained from the output of
the language modeling head alone. We use Man-
hattan distance and cosine similarity between the

hidden states of GPT-2 to show that the model is
affected by garden path effects in ways that are pre-
dictable based on human readers’ difficulty with
these sentences. Although conventional surprisal
analysis mirrors these effects in many cases, it ex-
hibits higher variance than Manhattan distances,
and misses certain nuances. On this basis, we ar-
gue that linguists should look to a decoder model’s
hidden state for a more complete picture of syntac-
tic state than surprisal alone can report.

Our belief is that Manhattan distance should be
the preferred metric for this type of analysis, but
we invite researchers to introduce and explore new
metrics to challenge this hypothesis. We hope that
these early insights will help inspire deeper ex-
ploration of the hidden states of decoder-only lan-
guage models. Possible directions for future work
could more closely examine how information is
transformed across different decoder layers within
GPT-2, and might explore causes for differences
between Manhattan distance and cosine similar-
ity trajectories. The methods introduced in this
study can also be used to explore decoder models’
handling of arbitrary syntactic phenomena beyond
garden path effects, such as verb subordination or
negative polarity item licensing.
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5 Limitations

One weakness of this type of analysis is the ne-
cessity of having side-by-side examples, with a
single perturbation between them, to compare be-
tween. The beam search approach used by Aina
and Linzen (2021) avoids this requirement, but still
relies on the language modeling head, so more
work is needed to integrate these benefits. Another
difficulty is the size of the dataset; although larger
than all previous datasets of garden path sentences,
it only includes 83 distinct sentences, and while
many more variations can be generated with the
scripts we include, there is substantial overlap be-
tween these that makes training a model on these
challenging. Finally, since weights for GPT-3 were
not available at the time we conducted this research,
our analysis is constrained to the smaller GPT-2.
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